nti 9 e 0 and m<i from M there is an r G R so that Wir ^ 0 and m2^ € N. Il S is a ring of quotients of R, S R is a rational extension of i?#. Q(R) is the largest rational extension of R R , unique up to isomorphism. A right ideal D of R is called dense if R is a rational extension of D. M R is an essential extension of N R iî N Q M and for every 0 9 e m ^ M there is an r f i? with 0 9^ mr ^ N. A right ideal L of R is /ar^ if i£ is an essential extension of L. The infective hull 7 of a module M R is an injective module which is an essential extension of M. Such modules always exist and are unique up to isomorphism.
The (right) singular ideal J(R) of a ring R is the set of elements of R whose right annihilators are large. This is an ideal. The following conditions on R are equivalent: J(R) = 0 and Q(R) is regular.
A transversal of a subgroup H of G is a complete set of coset representatives for H in G. A partially ordered group G is a partially ordered set, where g ^ h implies kgk' ^ khk' for all k, k' G G. The positive cone of a partially ordered group G is {g G G: g > 1}.
Modules over group rings.
Since Q(R) can be represented as the bicommutator of the injective hull of R R} it would be useful to have some information about the injective hull of AG AG . We first consider some generalities about modules over group rings. Throughout, $Jl R will denote the category of unitary right modules over a ring R.
For any subgroup H of G there are two obvious functors from Wfl AH to $JI A G, namely ® A HAG and Hom AH (AG, ). It will be seen that in the present case these functors have convenient equivalent forms.
Since AH A G is a free module with the elements of a transversal {gi}, i G A, of H as a basis ; M ® AH AG, M in Wl AH , is A G-isomorphic to the set of functions with finite support from {gi}, i G A, to M. This module will be denoted by M H G and its elements will be written as sums m = Ysi^migu where nti = m(gi). The ylG-operation is defined as follows.
mgig -mhg k and mg t a
The isomorphism 6: M 0 ^4G -» M#G is given by: 2.2. 0QT w, ® r<) = £ w^i for m, G -M and r< G ^4G.
In particular, if M = AH, then ^iJ^G = AG. Since AH^4G is free, standard properties of the tensor product (3, Necessity. Assume for convenience that 1 6 {gt} so that we may identify elements m Ç M with m = ml £ M H G. If Af is not an essential extension of N, there is 0 ^ m £ ikf so that for all 5 G ^4i7 either m5 = 0 or W5 ? iV. However, there is an r £ ^4 G so that 0 ^ mr Ç iV^G. This is a contradiction.
Clearly, 2.5 may be generalized, but the present form is all that is required. 
If H is central, M H G is a rational extension of N H G if and only if M is
If m is in an essential extension of AG, there is an r £ ^LGsothatO ^ mr £ AG. Thus, for some g £ G, (mr)(g) ^ 0; i.e., 
. , n, then (mr)(g) = (mr)(g f ).
However, this means that
' By assumption, this intersection is infinite. However, mr £ AG has finite support, which is a contradiction.
As a corollary we have the following result.
IG oe is the injective hull of AG A G if and only if G is finite.
Every infinite normal subgroup satisfies the conditions of H in 2.11 ; however, H need not be normal. Consider the restricted symmetric group on an infinite set. The subgroup of permutations fixing a particular object is a non-normal subgroup satisfying the requirement of 2.11.
The complete ring of quotients of AG.
Let H be a normal subgroup of G, and I the injective hull of AH AH . We have seen that there are copies of the injective hull of AG AG between I H G and I H G oe . Assume that I (AG) is one of these and that IHG^ = I (AG) © N as an ^4G-module. The meaning of H, I, I (AG), and N will be fixed throughout the following discussion. There is a canonical, unique copy of Q(AG), the complete ring of quotients of AG, lying in I (AG), given by (3, p. 94)
UR = Uom AG (I(AG), I(AG)) and S = Uom AG (I H G oe , I H GJ, then R = eSe,
where e is the projection of I H G onto I (AG). Thus, we have the following result. 
3.1.Q(AG) = {me I (AG)
:
If 77 is central, then Q(AH) H G QQ(AG).
Proof. By 2.6, Q(AH) H G is a rational extension of AG AG contained in IRG C 7(.4G). However, Q(AG) is the unique largest rational extension of AG in I (AG).
7/ 77 has finite index, then Q(AG) Ç Q(AH) H G and if, in addition, 77 is central, then Q(AG) ^ Q(AH) H G.
Proof. The first statement follows from 3.2, and the second from the first and 3.3.
These inclusions are as ^4G-modules but this can be improved. Assuming only that H is normal, if X q t gi and ]£ q/gj are elements of Q(AG) H G co , then these may be formally multiplied Proof. We note first that the * multiplication and the Q(AG) multiplication coincide when the right factor is in AG since both are just the .4G-action in the module Q(AH) H G; see (3, p. 94 
Therefore, q* q' -qq' is annihilated by a dense right ideal of AG; hence if it is in Q(AG) it must be zero.
// H is central of finite index, then Q(AG) = Q(A) H G as rings, where Q(AH) H G has * multiplication. In particular, if G is finite, then Q(AG) ~ Q(A)G. For any central H, Q(AH) H G C Q(AG) as rings.
Although 3.5 gives a connection between multiplication in Q(AG) and the * multiplication, we shall see that elements of Q(AG) need not have * products. Improvements may be made by an appropriate choice of I (AG) in IG^ (we assume below that H = {1}). We need the following definition. As an example where * is not the multiplication in Q(AG)> take A to be a field and g G G central of infinite order, then 1 -g and 1 -g 2 have inverses in Q(AG). However, 1 -g and 1 -g 2 have * inverses 1 + g + g 2 + . . . and -g~2 -g -4 ""•••» respectively. By the proof of 3.8, there is a copy of Q(AG) which contains the two * inverses but these clearly cannot be * multiplied.
Assume that G is partially ordered and S is a central totally ordered

Properties of Q(AG).
In this section we attempt to find necessary and sufficient conditions on A and G so that Q(AG) has certain properties. The representation of Q(AG) as a submodule of IG oe , where / is the infective hull of A A will be used throughout; elements of IG oe will be thought of as functions or formal sums, whichever is more convenient.
If H is a locally finite subgroup of
G, then 1 -g G J2neH (1 -h
)Q{AG) if and only if g 6 H; and 1 -g G Y,h£H Q{AG) (1 -h) if and only if g £ H.
Proof. This is not true for all subgroups; take g G G central of infinite order, then 1 -g is invertible in Q(AG).
Thus, the partially ordered set of locally finite subgroups of G is mapped order monomorphically into the lattice of right (or left) ideals of Q(AG) by assigning to the locally finite subgroup H the right ideal X^€# (1 "~ h)Q{AG) (the left ideal J^n^H Q(AG) (1 -h) ). Consequently, we have the following result.
If Q(AG) is right {left) Noetherian, then G has the ascending chain condition on finite subgroups.
In general, q G Q(AG) may have values in / but not in Q{A) so that it is especially difficult to study left multiplication by elements of AG. This problem is eased if Q(A) = I and this occurs if the (right) singular ideal of A, J (A), is zero.
If J (A) = 0, then Q(AG) left Noetherian (Artinian) implies that A is left Noetherian (Artinian). Assuming that A is commutative and J (A) = 0, if Q(AG) has maximum (minimum) condition on ideals, so does A. In any of these cases, Q(A) is completely reducible.
Proof. This follows from the observation that, if an element a G Q(A) is representable in the form a= E ff*6i, ^e Q(AG), b t e Q(A), there are elements a t G Q(A) such that a = ^ a fit. Simply take a t to be the value of gi at 1 G G.
If-BiC^2£...îsa chain of left ideals of A, consider
The chain in Q(AG) terminates at stage n, say, and the remark yields: B n -B n+ i; similarly if Q(AG) is Artinian. The second statement follows in the same fashion. For the third statement, Q(A) has a chain condition, as above (using 3.6), and Q(A) is regular since J (A) = 0.
If J (A) =0, Q(AG) semi-prime implies that the order of every finite normal subgroup of G is a non-zero-divisor in Q(A). That is, when J (A) = 0, Q(AG) is semi-prime if and only if Q(A)G is semi-prime.
Proof. Let H = {hi, . . . , h n ) be a normal subgroup of G and assume that na = 0 for some 0 ^ a G Q(A). We wish to show that In any ring i£, R semi-prime implies Q{R) semi-prime. Thus, the second statement is an immediate consequence of the characterization of semi-prime group rings (Connell-Passman in (3, Appendices 2 and 3)) as those AG, where A is semi-prime and the order of every finite normal subgroup is a non-zerodivisor in A.
Next, we look for necessary and sufficient conditions so that Q{AG) be regular, or, equivalently, that J {AG) = 0.
If H is a subgroup of G, there is a mapping $ of AG to AH defined by <t>(r) = r/H, r restricted to H. In terms of sums, <t>Ç£,g^G^gg) = ILQÇH a g g>
</ > is an AH-AH-homomorphism.
Proof. If r, r' G AH and 5 G AG, then for g G H, Summarizing, we have the following result.
THEOREM. If G has a normal, locally normal subgroup H so that G/H is totally ordered, then J (AG) = 0 if and only if J (A) = 0 and the order of every finite normal subgroup of G is a non-zero-divisor in A.
All totally ordered groups are in this class of groups and in (5) it is shown that all FC groups are in this class also (an FC group is one in which each element has only finitely many distinct conjugates). One would conjecture that the theorem holds for all groups. The development given above is analogous to that of the characterization of semi-prime group rings; all the steps are analogous and the only one missing in the present case is the analogue of the Passman theorem (3, p. 158).
